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STUDY SPANISH ONLINE FOR FREE AT UNLOCKSPANISH.COM
Innovative Audio Site Makes It Easy to Learn Spanish
HOUSTON, TEXAS (April 30, 2013) – Want to study Spanish online for free? Or, do you ever just
need to translate English to Spanish on the fly? Either way, UnlockSpanish.com provides you a
unique, interactive solution. A free “talking dictionary,” the Unlock Spanish site allows users to
easily learn conversational Spanish – by actually hearing it!
UnlockSpanish ( http://unlockspanish.com ) features hundreds of Spanish audio snippets. Each
snippet is a common phrase in Spanish, spoken by a native language professional. Organized
into 13 categories, these conversational Spanish translations include useful phrases pertaining
to travel, dining, shopping, and much more.
Designed for both beginners and advanced users, the Unlock Spanish system teaches
conversational Spanish to anyone who wants to learn. Knowing the correct way to say a word in
Spanish is now just a mouse-click away.

Translate English to Spanish In a Snap
The Unlock Spanish website makes it easy for anyone to study Spanish online. Just imagine
needing to translate to Spanish in any of the following scenarios:
•
•
•
•

You need driving directions while visiting Mexico or Ecuador . . .
You want to learn Spanish to increase your value in the job market . . .
Perhaps want to learn Spanish for school credit . . .
You might even have a plan to expand your dating pool.

At Unlock Spanish, every common phrase you need for these and other situations is accessible
in one-click. The audio files tell you exactly how to say many practical questions and
statements. Using the site eliminates language barriers. No matter your goal, Unlock Spanish
will prove helpful. Best of all, it’s free to use.
In the past, people who attempted to learn Spanish on their own were faced with a challenge.
They didn’t have access to the audible pronunciation of Spanish words. Using Unlock Spanish,
this is no longer a problem. It’s the easiest way to study Spanish for travel, work, school or
other purposes.
Best of all, the site is absolutely free to use – any time, any place, for as long as you like.
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Design Your Own Spanish Lessons
UnlockSpanish.com also gives you access to free Spanish Study resources. In this area of the
site, users can design their very own course. Pick and practice only the Spanish phrases you
need. These customizable lesson plans are suitable whether you’re a determined student or a
casual user of the language seeking to improve.
There’s also an Advanced Study area, which offers accomplished learners a great workout.
Featuring a quaint children’s story written in Spanish, this area can be used for easy self-testing.
And because it’s kid-friendly, parents can encourage their children to participate in the learning
experience, too. It’s guaranteed fun at any age, and also is a helpful educational tool.

Being Bilingual Actually Makes You Smarter
Learning a new language is far from just being a way to meet new people: it’s also healthy
exercise for your brain. Several studies, in fact, have found that bilingualism can have a marked
effect on your cognitive abilities.
Learning a second language improves the brain’s executive function — the cognitive system
involved in multitasking, problem-solving and other mental challenges. The brain benefits when
you learn Spanish or any other language because you become better able to edit out irrelevant
information, and focus on what’s important.
In a recent study at the University of California, San Diego, scientists discovered that elderly
Spanish-English bilinguals – people with a high degree of bilingualism – were more resistant to
the onset of Alzheimer’s and similar diseases.

Study Spanish to Expand Your World
Unlock Spanish ( http://unlockspanish.com ) helps you translate from English to Spanish
quickly and pronounce words correctly the first time, and every time. It makes learning
conversational Spanish easy, regardless of your skill level or learning pace.
Visit UnlockSpanish.com to translate English to Spanish, or to create your own unique
curriculum to study Spanish online for free.
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